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ABSTRACT 

In India more than 65% of the population is residing in rural areas having villages with 

different population size and resources as per their geographical location and many of them do 

not have proper access to grid electric supply. Some rural areas have been electrified through 

grid extension but they get power for very limited duration (6 to 12 hours/day). The absence of 

continuous electric supply became a very big hurdle in the rural development as the main source 

of income is from agricultural produce for which power is required for irrigation. The non-

availability of electricity also affect other facilities such as children education, small scale 

industries (in some of the villages) etc. In India many targeted schemes of RE were initiated after 

1989, but the targets were not achieved due to slow growth. Some dedicated schemes were 

started for 100% rural electrification through grid extension and some for partial electrification, 

but suffered from technical and resource limitations. Still even after dedicated efforts of 

state/central governments, the rural consumers in India are deprived of proper access to 

electricity with very low per capita electric consumption.  

The utility grid has a definite generation capacity and the addition of capacity is 

comparatively slow than the increase in load demand. Alternative resources have been explored 

to assist in increasing the electric generation and one option available is to harness power from 

renewable energy sources (RES). Presently the power generation using RES became more 

attractive globally as it saves in terms of environment pollution. However some of these sources 

are intermittent and uncontrolled with low energy density/potential. 

A new scheme of integrated rural electrification systems (IRES) has been proposed in the 

thesis which will overcome the problem of shortage in grid supply by use of available RES in the 

area. A reduced but continuous power will be taken from grid, called it limited grid, and the 

remaining power will be supplied by local RES. The operation of limited grid and RES will be 

parallel to supply power to the area.  Seven configurations of IRES have been considered 

depending upon the availability of RES. As some of the RES have intermittent nature, therefore 

adequate control is necessary for good quality supply to the consumers.  

This thesis deals with the state space modelling and dynamic stability study of IRES. For 

limited grid operation three parameters: frequency, system voltage and system voltage angle 



V 

have been considered to be maintained at nominal value. Small signal models of all the IRES 

have been developed using power balance equations. The power generations from RES have 

been considered by WECS, solar PV system, biogas genset and biodiesel/diesel genset. The 

biogas genset and biodiesel/diesel genset have speed governor and actuator to control power 

generation and the frequency can be maintained constant by using controller to manipulate the 

reference setting. The gensets are coupled with synchronous generator (SG) for electric power 

generation and have automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and exciter for reactive power balance 

and to maintain the system voltage. The WECS considered have permanent magnet synchronous 

generator (PMSG) for power generation. The frequency and voltage of generator varies with 

wind speed, therefore the interconnection with the system has been considered by voltage source 

converter (VSC). The solar PV system considered have interconnection with the system through 

power electronic converters. The inverters used in WECS and solar PV system have the 

capability to transfer power at desired frequency and control reactive power accordingly required 

by the system. A distribution network supplying power to a cluster of villages with different 

nature of loads have been considered.  

The objective of this study is to control the grid source as a limited grid and to maintain IRES 

voltage and frequency at nominal value. Since some of the renewable energy sources are 

intermittent in nature, therefore to take care of their input power variations biogas genset and/or 

biodiesel/diesel genset have been considered always to be part of IRES. To achieve the objective, 

number of PI controllers have been used in the IRES for all the sources. The dynamic 

performance of the systems under consideration depends upon the value of the gains of these PI 

controllers. The gains of PI controllers have been tuned using integral square error (ISE) method. 

The intelligent techniques, gravitational search algorithm (GSA) and artificial bee colony (ABC), 

have been used to determine the optimum gain settings and the dynamic performances have been 

compared.  The studies have been conducted for real and reactive power load disturbances with 

and without input variations in input wind power and/or input solar PV power. It has been 

observed that the dynamic performance of the different configurations of IRES is better with 

gain settings using ABC technique as compared with other methods. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

The general abbreviations/symbols used in the thesis are listed below. Some other abbreviations 

/symbols, not indicated in the list, have been defined locally where they are used in this thesis. 

AC  Alternating current 

AVR  Automatic voltage regulator 

AGC  Automatic generation control 

BGE   Biogas engine 

BG set  Biogas generator set 

DC   Direct current 

DE   Diesel engine 

DG set  Diesel generator set 

HPS   Hybrid Power Systems 

IG  Induction generator 

IRES   Integrated Rural Electrification Systems 

LFC Load frequency control 

LSC   Load side converter 

MSC   Machine side converter 

PMSG   Permanent magnet synchronous generator 

PV   Photo voltaic 

RE   Rural electrification 

RES   Renewable Energy Sources 
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SG    Synchronous generator 

VSC   Voltage source converter  

WECS  Wind energy conversion system 

WT   Wind turbine 

KA
 Voltage regulator gain constant 

KE
 Exciter gain constant 

KF
 Stabilizing circuit gain constant 

KR
 VAR regulator amplifier gain 

ET  Exciter time constant 

FT  Stabilizing circuit time constant 

TR
 VAR Regulator time constant 

T'd0
 Direct axis open circuit transient time constant 

Td
 Average dead time of zero crossings in a 3 phase system  

PB, PD, PW, PPV, PG, PL  Active power output of biogas, diesel, wind, PV, grid, and load  

    demand respectively. 

QB, QD, QW, QPV, QG, QL  Reactive power output of biogas, diesel, wind, PV, grid, and load  

    demand respectively.  

∆PB, ∆PD, ∆PW, ∆PPV, ∆PG, ∆PT, ∆PL  Change in active power output of biogas, diesel,  

      wind, PV, grid, total change and load demand. 

∆QB, ∆QD, ∆QW, ∆QPV, ∆QG, ∆QT, ∆QL  Reactive power output of biogas, diesel, wind, PV,  

      grid, total change and load demand. 
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f , ∆f   Frequency  and change in frequency of the system 

θ, ∆θ  Angle of grid voltage and change in voltage angle 

PIW, ∆PIW Wind input power and change in wind input power  

E 0º   Input voltage (on grid side) of the grid feeder transformer.   

EfdB, EfdB  Exciter voltage of biogas generator and change in it.  

EfdD, EfdD  Exciter voltage of diesel (biodiesel) generator and change in it. 

∆E'q Change in the internal armature e.m.f. proportional to the change in the direct axis 

field flux under transient condition 

∆Eq Change in the internal armature e.m.f. proportional to the change in the direct axis 

field flux under steady state condition  

EqB,  E'qB Internal armature emf of biogas generator  along q-axis at SS and transient  

  condition.   

EqB,  E'qB Change in internal armature emf of biogas generator along q-axis  at SS and  

  transient condition. 

EqD,  E'qD Internal armature emf of diesel generator along q-axis  at SS and transient   

  condition. 

EqD, E'qD Change in internal armature emf of diesel generator along q-axis at SS and  

  transient condition. 

V-θ  Voltage of the common bus of hybrid power system. 

V, ∆V System voltage and small change in system voltage  

VAB, ∆VAB   Amplifier output voltage of biogas generator exciter and change in it. 

VAD, ∆VAD   Amplifier output voltage of diesel generator exciter and change in it  

VFB, ∆VFB  Exciter feedback voltage in biogas generator and change in it. 
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VFD, ∆VFD  Exciter feedback voltage in diesel generator and change in it. 

Vin Voltage injected to the converter transformer of the PMSG based WECS 

δin  The angle of the inverter voltage, Vin, with respect to the system voltage V.  

VinPV, ∆VinPV Voltage of the inverter used for PV system and change in it. 

δinPV, ∆δinPV Voltage angle of the inverter used for PV system and change in it. 

VinW, ∆VinW  Inverter voltage and change in inverter voltage of WECS  

δinW, ∆δinW  Angle and change in angle of inverter voltage of WECS 

∆Vref  Change in reference voltage 

PIPV, ∆PIPV Input solar power on the PV system and change in it. 

PIW, ∆PIW Input wind power on the WT and change in it. 

IaB, IdB, IqB Armature current of biogas generator and its d and q-axis components. 

IaD, IdD, IqD Armature current of diesel generator and its d and q-axis components. 

IG, I'G   Grid supply current, before and after the disturbance applied.  

Xd  Direct axis synchronous reactance of the alternator  

X'd  Direct axis transient reactance  

XTPV
 Reactance of the coupling transformer of the converter 

XTW   Reactance of the coupling transformer of the converter used for WECS 

XG  Reactance of the feeder line and the transformer of the grid  
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